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Abstract
The 7°r, qj, and w meson productions have been studied using 3 million hadronic Z
events recorded with L3 detector at LEP. The meson production in the final sample,
two-jet and three-jet event samples as well as in each jet have been measured and
compared with the JETSET and HERWIG Monte Carlo predictions. The momentum
distributions are measured and compared with Monte Carlo prediction and analytical
coherent QCD prediction. The momentum distributions in each jet are also measured
and compared with Monte Carlo prediction. The 7 production in gluon enriched jet
is observed to be enhanced comparing with Monte Carlo model predictions, especially
for high momentum r. On other aspects, the measured production agree with model
predictions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
After the discovery of the partonic structure of hadrons which lead to the quark-
parton model [1], Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [2] was formulated in analogy
to QED [3]. This gauge theory describes strong interactions between quarks via
exchange of massless gauge bosons, the gluons. Many experimental results [4, 5, 6]
are consistent with this theory of strong forces.
The only free parameter in the theory is the strong coupling constant as. The
characteristic feature of QCD is that the gauge bosons carry of QCD colour charge.
Gluons thus couple directly to gluons. A consequence is that vacuum polarisation
effects produce an anti-screening of the bare QCD charges, resulting in the diverge of
a, at large distance. At short distance, corresponding to large momentum transfer, a,
becomes small. This implies that, unlike in QED, the perturbative calculation can not
be performed to all QCD processes. Instead of a precise theory, only phenomenological
models can be used for process like parton fragmentation into hadrons. The study of
QCD for these processes presents a great challenge.
The Z produced in e+e - annihilation is a wonderful laboratory to test QCD per-
turbation theory as well as non-perturbative phenomenological models. The initial
state of a Z decay is completely known and the energy at which primary quarks are
produced is much larger than the masses of quarks and hadrons. This gives a good
separation between the fragmentation phase and the hard production process.
The measurement of meson production is a good test of the QCD coherent models.
Data accumulated on meson production is used in improving, tuning the parameters
of existing models. It will also stimulate the development of future models.
The measurements of hadron production in e+e - annihilation at centre of mass
energy below the LEP energy [7, 8], with few exceptions, suffer from poor statistical
precision. The LEP has produced several millions hadronic Z decays. The high
statistics allows a detailed study of identified particles with high precision. For a
review on the LEP measurements, see reference [9].
L3 detector provides precise electromagnetic(EM) detection and is unique among
the four LEP experiments in lower energy photon identification, which benefits the
production measurement for photon rich particles like 7r', r, and w. The high statistics
also makes it possible to measure the production in subsamples.
In this thesis, the measurement of ro° , r7, and w production rates in all event,
two-jet event, three-jet event and also in each jet is presented, together with the mo-
mentum distribution in all event and each individual jet. In Chapter 2, a theoretical
introduction to aspects of QCD, relevant to this thesis, is given. The LEP machine
and L3 detector are introduced in Chapter 3. And the data analysis is described in
Chapter 4. The physics results is presented in Chapter 5, followed by a summary in
Chapter 6.
The early results from this thesis work are published in [10].
Chapter 2
Theory
Unlike QED, the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is not yet fully understood,
especially for the processes involving small momentum transfer where the strong
coupling constant as is very large. Even in the large momentum transfer regime,
where perturbative calculations can be used, a, may be large enough that the higher
order corrections, which are very difficult to calculate, could change the result very
much.
In this chapter, brief description is made to introduce basic QCD, the subpro-
cesses of e+e - -+ hadrons and the calculations which can be made to describe them,
as well as Monte Carlo(MC) models to simulate the whole process. At last, the
concept of Local Parton Hadron Duality(LPHD) is introduced together with Mod-
ified Leading Logarithm Approximation(MLLA) analytical calculation for inclusive
hadron momentum spectra.
2.1 QCD Lagrangian and coupling constant as
Strong interaction phenomena currently are best understood in the framework of
QCD, which describes the interactions of spin-1/2 quarks and spin-1 gluons. The
quarks come in six flavours (u, d, s, c, b, t) and 3 colours. Gluons come in colour octet.
Hadrons are colour-singlet combinations of quarks, anti-quarks, and gluons.
The Lagrangian of QCD is constructed along similar lines to that of QED [11]. It
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leads to the three elementary vertices shown in figure 2-1. The Amplitudes for qqg
and ggg are proportional to the effective QCD coupling as, whereas the amplitude
for the four-gluon vertex is proportional to a .
M oc as
qq
q
(a)
M oc aS M oc a2s
g g
g g
(b) (C)
Figure 2-1: Elementary vertices of QCD: (a) quark-gluon vertex,
vertex, (c) four-gluon vertex.
(b) triple gluon
Sums over possible colour combinations for the final state partons lead to three
colour factors CA = Nc= 3, CF = (N, - 1)/(2Nc) = 4/3 and TF = 1/2. These three
colour factors are proportional to the probability for the branching g -+ gg, q -+ qg,
and g -4 qq respectively.
The amplitude corresponding to parton loops shown in figure 2-2 are ultraviolet
divergent integrating over loop momenta. Renormalization leads a running coupling
a,(p), where / is the renormalization scale.
q
(a)
9
(b)
Figure 2-2: Virtual corrections to the gluon propagator: (a) quark loop, (b) gluon
loop.
With a dimensional parameter A, as can been expressed as:
47r [ 2O In [In ([p2/A2 )] 42n2
)= o in (p2/A 2)1 0•2 ln (p2/A 2) 04 1n2 (p2/A 2) (2.1)
x ((In [In (/2 /A 2)] 12 5
0o = 11 -,nf ,
01 = 51 •- 1 n,
5033 325 2
2 = 2857- 9 nf + 27 nf,
where nf is the number of quarks with mass less than the energy scale At. The
coefficients 0o and p/ are independent of the choice of renormalization scheme (RS).
While the coefficient 12, which is RS-dependent, is given in the modified minimal
subtraction (MS) scheme [13].
For six flavours, this leads to a decrease in as for increasing values of the scale,
which known as asymptotic freedom. This property of QCD can be clearly seen in
figure 2-3, where the curve is calculated using equation 2.1 with changing nf for
different energy regions. And the dots are measurements of a, which are summarised
in reference [14].
The running of a, determines that the QCD perturbative calculation can only
be applied to processes with large momentum transfers (i.e. at short distance). For
small momentum transfer process like hadron formation, perturbative QCD may no
longer be used.
2.2 e+e- annihilate into hadrons
The structure of e+e--÷ hadrons process is shown in figure 2-4. The whole process
can be separated into four stages according to different time and energy scales: An
e+e - pair annihilates into a virtual y/Z, which produces a primary qq pair. Then
initial qq pair radiate gluons, which in their turn may radiate gluon or produce qq.
Later the coloured partons fragment into a number of colourless hadrons. Unstable
0.5
0.4
0.3
U
0.2
0.1
I I I I 1 1 T 1I I 1 I 1 *1
2
1 10 10
Q(GeV)
Figure 2-3: The running of strong coupling constant a,. The dots are measurements
at various energy scales which are summarised in reference [14], The curves shows the
QCD prediction with a,(Mz) = 0.118 + 0.003.
-.. ~ ~~~................... a ( z . 1 __ . 0
-(Ms Z)= 0.118±0..003
-i
.. .  i..... ........ ....... . ..
I I I I I I I I I I I. I .I I .I . I
hadrons decay at the last stage. The description on the entire process can be found
in references [15, 16].
Y/Z
q
Figure 2-4: Schematic illustration of a hadronic e+e - annihilation event.
The production of primary qq is a pure electroweak process. It is well described
by Standard Model of electroweak interactions.
The radiation of gluons and the splitting of gluons into qq pairs can be described
by QCD perturbative theory. For the first order QCD process e+e--+ qqg shown in
figure 2-5, the differential cross section is given by [17]
d2Ua osCF 2X + 2•
dxldx2 = 2r (1 - x 1)(1 - 2)
where the scaled energy variables in the CMS frame of the event xl = 2Eq/EcM,
X2 = 2Eq/EcM and x3 = 2Eg/EcM, i.e. Xl + x2 + x 3 = 2. uo is the lowest order
cross-section. In principle, the higher order can also be calculated. But the calcula-
tions become increasingly difficult. The matrix elements have been computed only to
second order in as. Thus this can only describe a maximum four partons in the final
18
state, qqgg or qqqq.
7/Z Y/Z
Figure 2-5: Feynman diagrams for e+e - -+ qqg process.
There is another possibility in calculating the perturbative QCD, where the full
matrix element expressions are not used. Instead, only approximations are derived by
simplifying the kinematics, the interference and helicity structure of the final state.
The parton shower approach is based on this idea and derived within the framework
of the leading logarithm approximation (LLA).
In LLA, the perturbative expansion is reorganised so that the terms with leading
collinear singularities are summed to all orders. This can be achieved through an
iteration of basic q -4 qg, g -4 gg, and g - qq parton branchings. The probability
P that a branching a -+ bc takes place during a small change dt is given by the
Altarelli-Parisi equation [18]
dPa-bc f= dz'Pas b(Z)
dt 27r
where the evolution parameter t = In (Q vol/A 2 ) with Qevol the evolution scale. The
Pabc are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernels, which govern the evolution.
1 +z 2
PqqgI(Z) = CF 1 z1-z
Pg+gg(Z (1) = - z(1 - z)) 2
Pgq,(z) = CA -z(1 - z)
Pgwqq(Z) =TF( 2 + (1 - Z)2),
The variable z specifies the sharing of four-momentum between the daughters. These
splitting kernels represents the probability that daughter b takes fraction z and daugh-
ter c takes 1 - z of the four-momentum.
LLA treats all parton branchings incoherently: the interference effects between
subsequent splitting processes is not considered. The influence of coherence reduces
the available phase space for soft gluon emission to an angular ordered region due
to destructive interference. This leads to suppression of soft partons in the shower.
The coherent effect is included in parton shower model by restricting the phase space
allowed for each parton branching such that the opening angles always decrease [19].
The effects of gluon coherence are found in the modified leading logarithm approx-
imation (MLLA) [20, 21], which keeps leading and next-to-leading logarithm terms.
This study is aimed to test this coherent effect and to find a model which explains
the gluon coherence.
Another important feature that LLA fails to describe is the hard gluon radiation.
This can be improved by matching the first gluon emission to the matrix element,
thereby ensuring that a hard radiation process in the initial phase of the parton
shower is properly described by QCD. This coherent parton shower model is used in
MC generators JETSET PS [22] and HERWIG [23]. In addition to the coherent effect
and hard gluon radiation correction, the HERWIG generator also includes inter-jet
interference and gluon polarisation effects.
The fragmentation process is the least understood among four subprocesses. Al-
though this process is given by QCD, it is not perturbatively calculable due to the
large value of as at this energy scale. Many phenomenological models try to describe
this process. Among them are string fragmentation(SF) [24] and cluster fragmenta-
tion(CF) [25] models, which are used in JETSET PS and HERWIG respectively.
In the SF model, the formation of final state hadrons is modelled by the breakup
of "string", a colour flux tube. A string is stretched from a quark to an antiquark.
Gluons, which have the colour structure of an qq state, produce kinks on the string.
The QCD potential grows linearly at large distance. As the partons move apart, more
and more energy goes to the string until it breaks by producing a new qq pair which
terminates the resulting daughter strings. At large enough energies, further breaks
of the daughter-strings occur until the only on-shell hadrons remain, each hadron
corresponding to a small piece of string.
In the CF model, all gluons split into qq pairs at the end of parton shower.
Neighbouring qq pairs form colour neutral clusters. Each cluster forms a hadron
or decays into two hadrons. Very heavy clusters may decay further into clusters
before decaying into hadrons.
The last phase of e+e--- hadrons event is the decay of unstable hadrons. The
knowledge of this part mainly comes from experimental measurements, and is well
understood.
2.3 LPHD and MLLA analytic calculation for hadron
momentum spectrum
One of the simplest quantities sensitive to coherence effect is the inclusive momentum
spectra of final state hadrons. In order to test the coherence effect, two approaches
are used to derive hadron momentum spectra to compare with measured one. One is
MC parton shower generator based on LLA calculations including gluon coherence,
hadronisation and particle decays, which is described in section 2.2. The other is
MLLA analytical calculation, with the hypothesis of the local parton-hadron duality
(LPHD) [20, 26]. The MLLA calculation has taken into account the coherence effect.
While in MC, the coherence effect is introduced by applying angular ordering in
addition to LLA. Comparing with MC, the MLLA analytic calculation provides
direct test with an analytic formula of the momentum spectra.
The MLLA calculation predicts the momentum spectrum at the parton-level. The
LPHD posits that many distributions of hadrons rather closely follow the correspond-
ing parton distributions, with non-perturbative effects affecting mainly the normali-
sation rather than the shape of the distribution. Thus the momentum spectrum at
the parton-level can be inherited to the hadron-level with modifications. The lower
energy experiment results [7, 8, 26] demonstrate that LPHD works well.
In order to examine lower momentum region more closely, a new variable is defined
as ( = - In x. Here xP = 2p/§s is the scaled momentum of a final state meson with
/ the CMS energy. The spectrum has the form of
1 do
= KLPHD( S)fMLLA((, Y), (2.2)
where a is the cross section of measured meson, ch is the total hadronic cross sec-
tion, Y = In (0.5Vs/Aeff) with Aeff an effective QCD scale parameter. KLPHD is a
phenomenological factor relating the parton-level prediction fMLLA to the observable
particle momentum spectrum. It is a function of the centre of mass energy V/ and the
particle type. In principle, KLPHD represents the meson production per event, while
the shape of the meson momentum spectrum is determined by fMLLA(ý, Y). The Aeff
is a cutoff parameter on parton energies which sets a formal boundary between the
perturbative and non-perturbative phases of the jet evolution. It is related to the
hadron type and mass. The value of Aeff is independent of the centre of mass energy
The spectrum fMLLA((, Y) is given in the appendix A (details on the spectrum,
see reference [27]). Figure 2-6 shows the shape of the spectrum with Aeff=153MeV.
The spectrum has the form of a "hump-backed plateau" following from the QCD
coherence in the soft gluon bremsstrahlung. The peak position (* of the spectrum is
independent of KLPHD, and is predicts as
1 as(Y) _a2 o 8(Y)
S= Y( + a - 32N +...), (2.3)2 V ·32Nd 32Nc7r
11N 2Nf
a = •N + -
3 3N 2
This implies that ý* has a roughly linear dependence on In , .
There is a simple analytical model [28] predicting the ( distribution with and
43
- QCD (MLLA)
0 2 4 6
Figure 2-6: Plot of spectrum fMLLA(ý, Y). The peak position (* is indicated.
without coherent effect. The model gives the peak position to be [16]:
* -In . (2.4)
2 2Aef
The value k = 2 is for incoherent parton shower without angular ordering. For a
coherent shower, k = 1 and the formula is the first part in equation 2.3. The slope
d<*/d(ln -/F) is 0.5 for coherent shower and 1 for incoherent shower. In Z energy
region, equation 2.3 gives a slope of 0.62. The measured slope can be used in testing
the coherent model.
In this thesis, or, 07, and w mesons are studied. The production rate per event, xp
and ( distribution are measured. The Aeff is determined from the ( spectrum fitting
using QCD MLLA prediction in equation 2.2. ý* values are also extracted from the
fit. The (* measured in this analysis together with some lower energy results are used
to measure the slope as a test to coherent model.
I I'''' '
2.4 Particle content in quark and gluon jets
Since the discovery of the gluon jets at PETRA [29], the differences of quark and
gluon jets have been studied at e+e - colliders. The particle content in quark and
gluon jets are of important as they provide a test on QCD colour factor.
QCD predicts large difference between the particle multiplicities of quark jets and
gluon jets. This difference is a consequence of the different probabilities for a quark
or gluon to radiate an additional gluon. At lowest order, the ratio of multiplicity in
gluon jet to quark jet is predicted [30] to be CA/CF = 2.25. Taking into account the
higher order QCD correction and the coherence effect in the parton shower, the ratio
will be smaller.
To study the difference between quark and gluon jets, the first problem faced
would be how to identify quark and gluon jets. ARGUS [31] and Crystal Ball [32]
has measured the difference at 10 GeV where jets are hardly formed. They have
measured the 7r' and r production rate at T(1S) peak which is three gluon event,
and nearby continuum which is predominant qq event. The measurement turns out
that the production rate is higher in T(1S) events for both mesons. The interesting
thing is that 7 in T(1S) events is even larger than model prediction, while the one in
continuum events and 7r' productions are well predicted. But the effect is not very
significant due to large errors. This is one of the motivations that the production in
jets are measured in this analysis.
Generally speaking, for high energy e+e - experiments, there are two ways to study
the difference between quark and gluons jets [8]. The first one is to use two different
topological classes of event which are dominated by quark and gluon jets each. A good
example would be the MARK II measurement [33] which measured the production
in three jet events at 29 GeV and all events at 19.3 GeV. The other one is to have a
reliable method distinguishing gluon jet from quark jet.
In this thesis, the production rates for 7ro, q, and w will be measured in two jet
and three jet events. The Monte Carlo simulation, which has taken into account the
colour factor, will be used as comparison. Thus the energy difference in the jets is
understood. The production rates are also measured in quark and gluon enriched jets
where the jet energy ordering is used to distinguishing the gluon jet and quark jet.
The xp spectra in the jets are measured for detailed comparison.
Chapter 3
LEP and the L3 Detector
3.1 LEP e+ e- storage ring
The Large Electron Positron LEP [34] storage ring is designed to store and accelerate
electron and positron beams with energy up to 100 GeV. It is built in a tunnel of
26.7 km circumference located at the border of France and Switzerland as shown in
figure 3-1. The ring consists of eight 2840m long bending sections and eight 490m
long straight sections. The four LEP experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL
are located at the centre of alternate straight sections.
The positrons are produced by a high intensity 200 MeV electron beam hitting
a tungsten converter target. Electrons and positrons are accelerated to 600 MeV by
the electron linear accelerator LIL before they are transmitted into an accumulation
ring.
The beams are further accelerated to 3.5 GeV and 20 GeV sequentially by PS
(Proton Synchrotron) and SPS (Super Proton-antiproton Synchrotron). Bunches of
electron and positron are then injected into LEP main ring.
LEP has more than 3000 bending magnets with 3100 meter bending radius in the
dipoles. After bunches of electron and positrons are filled in LEP ring, 128 radio-
frequency (RF) cavities accelerate the beams to final energy with centre mass energy
around Z mass. The RF cavities will continue accelerate the beam to compensate
the synchrotron radiation energy loss of 120 MeV per evolution. The number of RF
Figure 3-1: Schematic overview of LEP e+e - Storage Ring.
cavities are increased for higher energy running since 1995.
After ramping to collision energy, the beam lifetime is usually 10 hours at currents
of up to 2.7mA. And the typical luminosity delivered to L3 in 8 x 8 bunch operation
during 1994 was 1.5 x 1031cm-2s - 1 .
3.2 The L3 detector
The L3 detector is designed to measure with high precision both the momentum
and direction of photons, muons, and electrons. It also measures the energy flow of
hadronic jets and vertices. A perspective view of the detector is shown in figure 3-2.
The whole detector is installed inside a 7800 ton solenoidal magnet which provides
0.5 Tesla uniform magnetic field within the detector volume. All subdetectors except
the muon chambers are housed in a 32m long, 4.45m inner diameter steel support
tube(ST) which is concentric with the LEP beam line and also parallel to the magnetic
field. Detailed description of the whole detector as well as its components can be found
in [35, 36].
The central tracking detector [37] is about im long and 0.5m outer radius, consists
--1 km
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France
Figure 3-2: Perspective overview of the L3 detector.
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of the Time Expansion Chamber(TEC), the Z-detector, and Forward Tracking Cham-
ber(FTC). It measures the charged track with average 58 pm single wire resolution
in the bending plane and 320 pm resolution on the Z coordinates [36].
The electromagnetic calorimeter [38] is made of bismuth germanium oxide(BGO)
with 22 radiation lengths. The energy resolution of photons and electrons in barrel
part is shown in figure 3-3. The resolution is 5% for energy around 100 MeV and
better than 2% for energy above 1 GeV. The angular resolution is better than 0.5'
for energy above 1 GeV.
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Figure 3-3: The barrel electromagnetic
electrons.
calorimeter energy resolution for photons and
The hadron calorimeter [39] is made of depleted uranium absorber plates inter-
spersed with proportional wire chambers. It measures the axis of jets with an angular
resolution of approximately 2.50, and measures the total energy of hadronic Z events
with a resolution of better than 10%.
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Chapter 4
Event Reconstruction
4.1 Data sample and reconstruction
The data used in this analysis were collected at centre of mass energies near the Z mass
(88.4 < <V • 93.7 GeV) during the 1991-1994 LEP running periods, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 112 pb- 1 . The total hadronic cross section is about
30 nb with v at peak position, and corresponds to 3 million hadronic Z events.
After recording by online system, the L3 detector data appears as encoded raw
data. The raw data has to be reconstructed and split into streams before the physics
analysis can be done. The event reconstruction in L3 involves two levels. In the first
level, the event is reconstructed in each subdetector separately. Tracks are recon-
structed in the central tracking detector and the muon detector. Energy depositions
in hadron calorimeter and electromagnetic calorimeter are grouped into geometrical
clusters. In the second level, associations are made between tracks and clusters. These
detector-wide objects are then grouped together to characterise the entire event.
The central tracking detector determines tracks with the momentum, charge sign
and the distance of closest approach to the beam axis of charged particle. Measured
space-time points in TEC are grouped into tracks which are fitted to circles. The
space points in the Z-detector are associated with this tracks, followed by a global
fitting to a simple helix which is performed to each track.
The muon detector reconstruction groups the separate hit signals into segments
in each layer of the detector. Segments are then associated from layer to layer, and
tracks are formed if these are at least two P-segments. In order to determine the
momentum of the muon near the interaction point, the average energy loss through
5A of calorimeter is taken into account.
The energy depositions in BGO crystals are grouped into cluster "bumps", which
are formed by grouping the local maxima crystal with adjacent. Energy and centre
of gravity for the bump are calculated. A shower-shape analysis is performed in an
attempt to identify electromagnetic shower bump.
The reconstruction in the HCAL begins from the individual tower signals. The
charge collected is converted into energy. Hits are grouped into geometrical cluster
with position determined by energy weighting of the hits.
The reconstructed calorimeter clusters and tracks are associated to form small-
est resolvable clusters (SRC), each of which roughly corresponds to one final state
particle. The SRC's are then used to determine the thrust axis, as well as event
shape variables such as Thrust, Major and Minor. The thrust, which measures the
collimation of the energy flow in an event, is defined as:
T = max E (4.1)Ei~Ei Ei
where ni is arbitrary direction, P3i is 3-vector energy of a SRC. The direction corre-
sponding to the maximum value is the thrust axis. The SRC's are also used to form
jets which will be described in section 4.4.
4.2 Monte Carlo simulation
The L3 experiment is designed to search for new physics processes, and to perform
precision tests of the Standard Model. Computer simulation is an essential part of the
data analysis which allows us to understand the physics, the response of our detector,
and the systematic errors, at a level which makes both precision tests and searches
for rare new processes possible.
In this analysis, two types of Monte Carlo event generator data are used: JETSET
7.3 [22], and HERWIG 5.4 [23] which are described in section 2.2. They both use
parton shower model for parton production process. For hadron formation process,
JETSET uses string fragmentation [24] and HERWIG uses cluster fragmentation [25].
The values for the QCD scale and the fragmentation parameters are determined
independently from data. About 2.2 million JETSET 7.3 hadronic events are used in
this analysis, and 0.4 million for HERWIG 5.4. MC events are processed by the L3
detector simulation before analysed through same procedure as that for real data.
The L3 detector simulation program SIL3 is based on GEANT3 [41], which is a
general purpose detector simulation program allowing for a general detector geometry
and a detailed simulation of all particle interactions including electromagnetic and
hadronic showers. SIL3 includes a complete representation of the L3 detector, includ-
ing the details of each subdetector geometry down to the required level of accuracy
(typically 10 - 100 pm). The physical properties such as material constants and mag-
netic field can be associated with the geometrical structure. Particles are tracked step
by step through the detector, with all processes such as decay, energy loss, multiple
scattering, nuclear interaction, bremsstrahlung, pair production and photon-fission
simulated at each step. The detector imperfections, e. g. the dead cells, noisy BGO
crystals, disconnected sectors and inefficient wires, vary with time during data taking.
The time-dependent imperfections of the detector response are fully simulated.
All information on the status and calibration of the detector is stored in the L3
data base. During reconstruction of real events, appropriate information is retrieved
from the database using the time and date recorded in each event. Using this informa-
tion, data from dead or noisy channels are discarded and appropriate calibrations are
applied. During reconstruction of simulated data, each event is temporarily assigned
a time and date such that the events are distributed over a data-taking period with
the correct luminosity weighting.
4.3 Hadronic event selection
The branching ratio of hadronic Z decay is 69.9%. At s around the Z mass, the
probabilities of other physics processes are small. This makes it possible to select
hadronic Z event with very high purity as well as very high efficiency.
At \/F % 91 GeV, the hadronisation process yields a large number of particles.
And large multiplicity is the signature of hadronic event. For this reason, the energy
carries away by weakly decayed neutrinos is very small. With the hadron calorimeter
covers 99.5% of the full solid angle, nearly all final state particles other than neutrino
can be detected. So the visible energy is expected to be close to is. And the energy
configuration of event is well balanced.
In this analysis, the hadronic event selection criteria are as following:
1. 0.5 < Evis//-s < 2.0, where Evis is the total energy observed in the detector,
including muon detector.
2. Ell/Evis < 0.6, where Ell is the energy imbalance along the beam direction.
3. E±/Evis < 0.5, where E1 is the transverse energy imbalance.
4. Ntrack > 3, where tracks are reconstructed in central track detector and muon
detector.
5. The number of energy clusters with energy greater than 100 MeV, Nciuster,
reconstructed in the calorimeters is required to satisfy:
(a) Ncluster Ž 13 for I cos Ot < 0.74 (barrel) or
(b) Ncluster Ž 17 for I cos Ot < 0.74 (endcap)
where Ot is the polar angle of the event thrust axis (see equation 4.1) with
respect to the beamline.
For 91-94 data, 3.1 million events pass these selection cuts. Applying this selection
of hadronic Z events to the MC simulated events, the JETSET 7.3 MC data gives
99.0% efficiency for this selection, and the HERWIG 5.4 gives 98.5% efficiency.
Figure 4-1 shows the distribution of Evis/V/' for the data and MC simulation. The
MC data for hadronic Z events is JETSET 7.3. BHAGENE3 [42] MC program is used
to simulate Bhabha events. KORALZ [43] MC program is used to simulate dimuon
events and tau events. The study shows that background comes from tau events is
0.2%, background from Bhabha and dimuon events are negligible. The non-resonant
background is estimated by studying the observed event rate in the region 0.2 <
Evis/Vý < 0.5, and fitted with e+e - -+ e+e-qq distribution. The background from
this source is estimated to be 0.1%. Table 4.1 lists possible sources and background
contributions. In this analysis, the background is neglected.
background source contribution
e+e - - e+e -  0.007%
e+e- --+ p+- 0
e+e- 7+7-+ 0.2%
e+e- * e+e-l+l-  0
e+e- - e+e-q+q-  0.1%
cosmic ray 0
beam-gas, beam-wall 0
Table 4.1: The possible sources and background contributions to hadronic Z event
selection.
4.4 Jet algorithm
Since the discovery of the gluon jets at PETRA, intensive investigations of three-jet
events and the differences of quark and gluon jets have been performed at e+e - colliders.
At LEP, the well separated jets, and high statistics make it possible to measure in
details the particle composition in quark and gluon jets.
For quantitative analysis, a proper definition of a jet is required, which must
be applicable on both parton and hadron levels. There are two basic concepts of
jet definition exist. One is cone-based definition [44], where a jet is defined by a
certain minimum energy deposited in a fixed angular cone. The other is cluster-based
definition [45], where jets are understood as the combined momentum of neighbouring
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Figure 4-1: The Evis/FS distribution for hadronic events, compared with the corre-
sponding Monte Carlo predictions. The selection criteria except Evis/v/ are applied.
The background contributed by Z decayed tau events is indicated as MC Resonance.
And the one contributed by two photon hadronic events is indicated as MC Non
resonance.
particles. Cone-based definition is mainly used for the calorimetric jet studies done
at hadron colliders. While most jet analysis at e+e- colliders are based on cluster
algorithm. In this analysis, the LUCLUS cluster algorithm [22] is used. (JADE [46]
and DURHAM [47] algorithms are also commonly used)
In LUCLUS algorithm, a jet is defined as a collection of particles which have
a limited transverse momentum with respect to a common jet axis, and hence also
limited with respect to each other. A distance measure dij between two particles
(or clusters) with momentum 'fi and '3 should thus not depend critically on the
longitudinal momenta but only on the relative transverse momentum. The distance
measure is defined as:
2pipj sin (Oij/2)
Pi + Pj
where Oij is the open angle between j and fj, and Pi = IPi
The basic scheme is of the binary joining type. Initially each particle is assumed
to be a cluster. Then the two clusters with smallest relative distance d is found and,
if d < djoin, with djoin a predetermined distance, the two clusters are joined to one.
Their momenta are summed vectorially to give the momentum of the new cluster.
This is repeated until the distance between any two clusters is larger than djoin. The
number and momenta of these final clusters then represent the reconstruction of the
initial jet situation, and each particle is assigned to one of the clusters. Figure 4-2
shows scan event plots for a two jet and a three jet events, where the jet structures
are clearly seen.
Table 4.2 shows the percentage of the events with three or more jets, when applying
LUCLUS jet finding algorithm to the data and Monte Carlo. In this thesis, the event
with three or more jets is called three-jet event. And jets are ordered according to
their energies with jet 1 the most energetic jet. Particles belong to jet 4 or higher are
assigned to jet 3 for simplicity as if they are from one jet. At djoin = 5 GeV, events
with four or more jets are about 17% of the three-jet events. Figure 4-3 shows the jet
energy distribution for three-jet events. In following analysis, djoin is chosen to be 5
Figure 4-2: Scan plots perpendicular to beam direction for (a) two jet event, (b) three
jet event.
GeV. Study shows that varying djoi, value does not change the physics conclusion.
djoin Data JETSET HERWIG
(GeV) Generator Detector Generator Detector
3 72% 70% 72% 69% 70%
4 57% 56% 56% 55% 54%
5 46% 46% 45% 45% 44%
6 37% 38% 37% 38% 35%
7 31% 32% 30% 32% 29%
Table 4.2: The three-jet event rate for different djoin values compared with the JET-
SET and HERWIG Monte Carlo predictions, before (Generator) and after (Detector)
detector simulation. The statistical uncertainty of the quoted numbers is negligible.
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Figure 4-3: The Ejet distribution for three-jet events compared with JETSET and
HERWIG Monte Carlo predictions, jets are ordered according to their energy with
jet 1 the most energetic jet.
JETSET PS Monte Carlo events are used to study the gluon-jet purity of the
third jet. A jet is called quark jet if it is the closest jet in space to either one of the
two primary quarks. The remaining jets are called gluon jets. In three-jet events,
97% of jet 1 and 87% of jet 2 are associated with the two primary quarks, while the
remaining jets corresponding to gluon jets is 86% of the cases. The dependence of
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the gluon-jet purity on the jet resolution parameter is small for djoi, varies between
3 and 7 GeV.
4.5 Photon identification
One reason that the L3 detector is unique among the four LEP experiments is that it
possess a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, making L3 well suited for the
photon detection [35, 36, 38].
The electromagnetic calorimeter composed of about 11000 bismuth germanium
oxide (BGO) crystals (7680 for barrel and 3054 for endcap). In many respects, BGO
is the best material available for an electromagnetic calorimeter. The short radiation
length produces a very compact shower, both longitudinal and transversely. It is
capable of excellent energy and position resolution.
The transverse development of electromagnetic shower is characterised by the
Moliere radius RM [48], which is 2.3 cm for BGO. For this reason, the BGO crystal
is shaped 2 x 2 cm 2 at the inner end.
Figure 4-4 shows the shower shapes in BGO electromagnetic calorimeter for pho-
ton and hadron. This lateral shape difference is a main signature in distinguishing
electromagnetic shower from hadronic shower.
In reconstruct 7r' and r1, four main properties are used in photon identification.
They are shown in figure 4-5. The main selection criteria using these properties are:
* X2 < 10, where X2 shows how the lateral shower shape agrees with electromag-
netic shower shape. The electromagnetic shower shape used here is calculated
from simulation, where different photon energies and different BGO crystal
shapes are taken into consideration. The effect of this selection after applying
all other selection criteria will reduce 28% of background, while 7% of photon
are eliminated.
* Eg/E 25 > 0.8. Here E9 is the energy deposited in a matrix of 3 x 3 crystals
centred on the most energetic crystal. And E25 is the energy deposited in the
y hadron
N
Figure 4-4: The lateral shower shapes in BGO electromagnetic calorimeter for a
photon and a hadron.
5 x 5 symmetric extension of the 3 x 3 crystal array. As the electromagnetic
shower shape is much narrow than hadronic shower in lateral. If there is no
shower overlap between particles, then the value of E9/E 25 for photon is close
to 1. The effect of only this selection criteria reduces background to 42%, and
photon to 73%.
* Ncry > 3, where Ncry is the number of crystals in this cluster with energy
deposited larger than 10 MeV. This is to reduce the background contributed
from noisy or minimum ionise particles, and also eliminate those photons with
badly reconstructed energy and direction.
* a> 50 rad, where the isolation angle a is the angle between the cluster and the
nearest charged track. In this way, most clusters produced by charged particles
are eliminated. And the effect of only this selection reduces half of background,
and reduces photon signal to 73%.
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Figure 4-5: The distributions of (a) X2 which represents how the lateral shower shape
agrees with EM shower, (b) E9 /E 25 , the ratio of energy deposited in 9 crystals over
that of 25 crystals centred on the most energetic crystal, (c) Ncry, the number of crys-
tals with energy deposition, and (d) a, the isolation angle with nearest track. Both
JETSET and HERWIG distributions are shown in comparison with data. JETSET
photon signal is also shown.
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The Monte Carlo simulations are also shown in figure 4-5. Comparison between
data and MC simulation shows that the JETSET MC simulates the data very well.
While HERWIG MC simulation generally agree with the data, discrepancy exists,
especially for isolation angle a. The reason is that the HERWIG MC uses Cluster
Fragmentation model in hadronisation process. The cluster formed by partons decays
isotropically. This results in that the particles are well separated. Because of this,
the efficiency estimated using HERWIG model tends to be larger. So the final results
are determined using JETSET MC efficiency estimation, and HERWIG is used only
for comparison.
4.6 Meson reconstruction
The 7ro and qr are reconstructed via their two photon decayed channels. The branching
ratios are 0.988 and 0.389 respectively. The w is reconstructed with final state particle
of two charged pions and two photons which are 7ro remnants. The branching ratio
of w -+ 7r+hr-7ro is 0.888.
4.6.1 7r' reconstruction
To reconstruct 7r', photon candidates in BGO barrel part with energy larger than 50
MeV are used. The selection criteria, as introduced in previous section, are: X2 < 10,
E9 /E 25 > 0.8, Ncry > 3, and a > 50 rad. The efficiency of the selection is 16% to all
generated photons, with a purity of 70%. When studying the momentum distribution,
this energy cut is loosen for low momentum region.
The 7r' reconstruction is the simplest among three. Most of the final state pho-
tons are decay remnants of 7r'. All arbitrary pairs of selected photons are used in
calculating the invariant mass. The invariant mass spectrum is shown in figure 4-6.
Instead of using invariant mass window in counting the number of reconstructed
7r°o, a fitting to the spectrum is used. The advantage of this method is that it will not
strongly depend on how well the Monte Carlo simulate the background signal or how
accuracy in number per event it generated the meson.
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Figure 4-6: Two photon invariant mass spectrum for or. A two-Gaussian function for
signal and a third order polynomial function for background are used in the fitting.
The 7o' invariant mass spectrum is fitted using a two-Gaussian distribution for the
signal and a third order polynomial for the background which also shown in figure 4-6.
The number of reconstructed 7o' is thus the Gaussian area calculated from the fitting
parameters. In total, 1.4 million i° with 0.2% statistic error are reconstructed, which
corresponds to 4.9% efficiency.
4.6.2 77 reconstruction
To reconstruct 17, the photon selection criteria are the same as that for io except for
the photon energy. Photon candidates with energy larger than 500 MeV are used in
the final reconstruction. The efficiency of the selection is 8% to all generated photons,
with a purity of 71%.
Unlike ir', the reconstruction of 71 suffers from large amount of the combinatorial
background from r'° decayed photons. An technique called 7° veto is used here. At
first, a very loose selection is applied to select photon candidates. These candidates
must pass iro veto before it be used in the further reconstruction of rq. If a candidate
with any other candidate has two-photon invariant mass inside 7f' window, this can-
didate together with its partner will not contribute to 7r invariant mass spectrum. In
this way, 86% of the background is rejected, while 45% of the signal is eliminated.
A further strict selection is applied to remaining candidates which pass the 7o
veto. Then all two photon combinations are used to fill the invariant mass spectrum
which is shown in figure 4-7.
Similar to fof counting, a Gaussian distribution is used for the signal and a third
order polynomial for the background. The fitting to the spectrum gives the number
of reconstructed rl to be 28, 534 ± 320 which corresponds to 1.1% efficiency.
4.6.3 w reconstruction
The w reconstruction efficiency is very low as there are two extra charged particles.
An technique called neural network [49] has been deployed in distinguishing electro-
magnetic shower from hadronic shower. This increases the reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 4-7: Two photon invariant mass spectrum for r7. A Gaussian function for
signal and a third order polynomial function for background are used in the fitting.
The back-shoot of this deployment is that it increases work on studying the systematic
errors.
The barrel part BGO electromagnetic calorimeter is used. The neural network
is trained [50] using JETSET MC simulated clusters with energy larger than 100
MeV and Ncry > 3. The variables used as neural network inputs are: E9 the energy
deposited in the 3 x 3 crystal array and energy deposited in each of these 9 crystals,
E9/E 25 and X2 . The distribution of output FNN is shown in figure 4-8. The photon
signal dominates at large value while the background at small value. The JETSET
MC simulation agrees with data. The main source of the discrepancy is that the
signal to background ratio is not well simulated. For the reason mentioned before,
HERWIG MC simulation has significant discrepancy with data. This is one of the
reasons why HERWIG is not used in w reconstruction.
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Figure 4-8: Neural network output FNN distributions for data, JETSET and HERWIG
MC simulation. JETSET photon signal is also shown.
The FNN selection is set to be 0.3. Photon candidates with energy larger than 100
MeV are used in neutral pion reconstruction, which corresponds to 65% purity and
23% efficiency. Two-photon combinations with invariant mass within 3a difference to
r mass are considered as reconstructed 7r'. The typical value for a is 7.5MeV/c 2 . The
energy dependent value of a is used so that more high energy w can be reconstructed.
The efficiency of w° for w reconstruction is 8.7% with 37% purity. All charged tracks
are treated as +.r
The average number of r0o per event is at the order of 10. And the numbers of 7+r
and 7r- are similar. So the number of arbitrary 7r+ r-ro combinations is at the order
of 1000, while w decayed 7r+r-iro is at the order of 1. The combinatorial background
is huge comparing with the signal. There are two methods applied here to reduce
the background. One is invented by me and named Dalitz selection. The other is
like-sign method to estimate part of the background.
The Dalitz plot [51] analysis is a powerful technique widely used in the study of
resonance substructure. The plot represents the phase space of the decay which is
directly linked to the spin, parity as well as isospin. As the isosinglet particle w has
spin parity of JP = 1-, its Dalitz distribution in three pions decay mode vanishes at
the border [52].
The reconstructed 7r+r-7r° kinematic distributions in Dalitz plane are shown in
figure 4-9a for w decayed +7r-7r0 , and figure 4-9b for non w decayed i7r+r-7r which
is the background in w study. The two coordinates in Dalitz plane are defined as:
X = 3(E - o) 1 (4.2a)Q
Y E+ - E) (4.2b)Q
where Q = M - 2m - mo is the total kinematic energy in the centre of mass frame,
E+, E_ and E0 are individual energies for r+, r- and 7° respectively in the centre of
mass frame, M is the invariant mass of lr+r-7ro, m is the mass for 7+, and mo is the
mass for 7o.
As the w is spin-i particle, the distribution in Dalitz plane is dense at centre.
While the background is nearly uniform with the density at centre less than border.
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Figure 4-9: ir+7r-or Dalitz plot for (a) w signal, and (b) combinations other than w
signal. The coordinates X and Y are defined in equation 4.2. The small box in the
plot represents the density of entry with larger box the high density. The density is
higher in the centre for w signal comparing with non w plot.
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This signature is used to suppress the background.
In order to fully use this signature, a variable named Rdalitz is defined as shown in
figure 4-10. For a point A in Dalitz plane, the value of Rdalitz is given as:
Rdalitz -= O I
where point B is the cross point of extended line OA with the kinematic limit circle.
Figure 4-10: Definition of variable Rdalitz. For a event sited at point A in Dalitz
plane, the Rdalitz is the ratio of distance OA over OB, where B is the cross point of
extended OA with kinematic limit.
The kinematic limit circle is where all three pions are in the same or opposite
direction in the centre of mass frame. So the absolute sum of momenta carried by
the two in the same direction is equal to momentum carried by the pion in opposite
direction. With the constraint of 4-momentum conservation, the function of the circle
is derived as
1 b
y 2 = (X + 1)(X + 1 + a)(1 + ),3 X+1-C
6mo 6m 2  3(M - mo) 2
a= b= c=Q MQ '  2MQ
Figure 4-11 shows the Rdalitz distribution for w signal and background, where the
signal is enlarged by a factor of 200. The difference is significant. In this analysis,
7r+7-± o combinations with Rdalitz < 0.7 are used in studying w. This will reduce the
w signal to 72%, while the background can is reduced to 44%.
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Figure 4-11: The Rdalitz distribution for w signal and background, the w signal is
enlarged by a factor of 200 in order to have a clear comparison.
The Rdalitz distribution of JETSET MC simulation quite agrees with that of data.
The comparison is shown in figure 4-12. This implies that the application of Dalitz
selection will not introduce large systematic error to the results. The systematic error
study confirms this conclusion.
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Figure 4-12: The Rdalitz distribution of all ±+7rU-r combinations. The JETSET MC
distribution is shown in comparison. The agreement is very good.
After the Dalitz selection, the like-sign subtraction method is used. The invariant
mass distribution of like-sign combinations (7r+±rio, and rir-7ro) represents part
of 7r+lr-ro background invariant mass distribution. Unlike other background sub-
traction methods (e.g. sideband method, event mixing method [53]), the momentum
distribution and event structure will not affect as they are identically the same. In
order to reduce fluctuations, the like-sign invariant mass distribution is smoothed
before used in the subtraction. The subtracted invariant mass distribution is shown
in figure 4-13.
The w invariant mass distribution is fitted using a Gaussian for the signal and a
threshold function
(M - Mth)P1 exp (P2 + p3M + p4M 2 + p5M3 ), (4.3)
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Figure 4-13: The 7r+r-7ro invariant mass spectrum for w, the spectrum is the subtrac-
tion of unlike-sign spectrum with smoothed like-sign spectrum, the error is inherited
from unlike-sign spectrum. A Gaussian function for signal and a threshold function
defined in equation 4.3 for background are used in fitting. A small r signal can be
seen.
where M is the invariant mass of +7r- o, Mth is the threshold invariant mass of the
decay products, pi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are free parameters. The fitting to the spectrum
gives the number of reconstructed w to be 56, 200 ± 2, 200 which corresponds to 1.7%
efficiency.
Chapter 5
Physics Results
5.1 Production per event
Although many attempts have been made [54], the theoretical prediction on meson
production is still on an exploratory state. In the JETSET and HERWIG MC simu-
lation programs, the meson production rates can be changed by various parameters.
In the analysis of this thesis, the model parameters are tuned [55] to reproduce the
global event properties of hadronic Z decays.
Table 5.1 shows r', 7, and w production per hadronic Z event. The measured
values using JETSET and HERWIG MC simulations in reconstruction efficiencies
are listed separately. The final results use only JETSET model.
JETSET HERWIG Production rate
Meson Meas. Pred. Meas. Pred. Measured
7o 9.74 9.43 8.56 9.81 9.74 + 0.02 ± 0.29
__ 
0.91 1.06 0.87 1.31 0.91 ± 0.01 ± 0.06
w 1.06 1.12 - 0.83 1.06 ± 0.04 + 0.15
Table 5.1: Average production rate per hadronic Z event using JETSET and HER-
WIG models in efficiency estimation. Model predictions listed in comparison. The
final result use JETSET efficiency estimation.
The first error of the result is statistic error. And the second is systematic error.
The various contributions to the systematic errors are listed in table 5.2.
systematic error source 7o [ 77 w
Monte Carlo statistic 0.2 1.1 3.9
selection criteria 0.8 6.0 9.0
spectrum fitting 0.1 2.0 5.0
like-sign subtraction - - 7.0
detector imperfection 2.0 2.0 5.0
Monte Carlo models 2.0 2.0 2.0
total systematic error 2.9 7.0 14.1
Table 5.2: Contribution of the systematic errors in percentage for the measured 1ro,
7q, and w production rates, added to the total in quadrature.
The efficiency estimation depends on how well the MC program simulates the data.
Comparison shows that the JETSET MC agree well with data, while the HERWIG
MC has discrepancy with data in the particle isolation.
Changing of selection criteria results in the varying of measurement precision.
The selection criteria sets used are optimised in many aspects. The systematic error
coming from the selection is studied by changing each individual selection cuts and
measuring the production. The variations from standard measurement are added
quadratically into the total selection systematic error. These selection cuts including
photon selection for iro, 7r, and w decayed r0o, track selection for w decayed r+, )ro veto
parameter for 77, 7°r selection as well as Dalitz selection for w. This source is main
contribution to the systematic error except for 7ro which has a very straight forward
selection.
The momentum spectrum and production in individual jet are described in fol-
lowing sections. The systematic study is the same as to the production per event.
Statistic error, Monte Carlo statistic error and systematic error due to the selection
cuts are studied for each individual measurement.
The io, q, and w productions have been measured in low energy e+e - experi-
ments [31, 32, 56, 57]. At LEP, ALEPH collaboration has measured °ro, r, and w
productions [58], and DELPHI collaboration has measured r0o production [59]. The
measurement in this thesis is consistent with ALEPH and DELPHI results. And the
error on i7r measurement is much smaller. This measurement is also consistent with
our previous results with significant improvement on the error [10, 60].
5.2 Momentum spectra
To determine the momentum distributions of the reconstructed mesons, procedure
similar to that of production per event are repeated for different momentum regions.
The meson momentum spectrum is sensitive to gluon coherence effect. In order
to examine the low momentum region more closely, the variable xp is transformed to
a new variable ý = - In x. As described in section 2.3, an effect of gluon coherence
at the parton level is the suppression of soft gluons. With LPHD hypothesis, the low
momentum meson is also suppressed. Figure 5-1 shows the ( spectra for 7w, 'q, and
w. The MLLA+LPHD fits using equation 2.2 are also shown. The solid line shows
the region where the fit is performed, and dotted line indicates how a pure QCD
prediction would extend from this region.
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Figure 5-1: The ( distributions for 7r° , 77, and w, the solid line shows the region where
QCD MLLA fitting is performed and dotted line is an extension from fitted region
by pure calculation. A free parameter of the fit, Aeff, is shown in the plot.
The hump-backed plateau of the ( spectra are clearly seen. The position of maxi-
mum 6* of the spectrum is extracted from the fitting. Aeff, which is the effective QCD
scale parameter in equation 2.2, is determined from the fitting as a free parameter.
They are listed in table 5.3.
Meson Aeff(GeV) [*
7ro0 0.153 ± 0.011 3.93 + 0.05
77 1.322 + 0.092 2.59 ± 0.04
w 0.810 ± 0.120 2.90 ± 0.09
Table 5.3: Aeff and (* of ro, qr, and w, Aeff is the effective QCD scale parameter in
equation 2.2, (* is the position of maximum in 6 spectrum.
The / dependence of 6* is a good test to the coherence effect. The measured
(* of ir", q, and w are shown in figure 5-2 together with 6* for several low energies
e+e - experiments [31, 32, 56, 57]. The value of 6* is extracted from similar QCD
MLLA fitting using their spectra. The QCD MLLA predictions of ý* as a function of
vs using the measured Aef are shown in solid lines. The predictions agree with the
measurement, and data can be described by a single parameter Aeff. The incoherent
model prediction of equation 2.4 extrapolated from the measured point of ir° is shown
in dotted line. And a linear fit to the measured 7r results gives a slope of 0.64, which
favours the coherent prediction. Owing to the high precision BGO calorimeter, this
is the first observation of this effect at LEP.
The x, spectra for 7r', 77, and w are also measured and compared with both
JETSET and HERWIG predictions. For ir' and w, MC predictions describe well
the shapes of x, spectra. For qr, there is discrepancy between the measurement and
prediction. The rl production is enhanced at large momentum in the measured region.
5.3 Production in jet
Since the discovery of the gluon jets at PETRA, the differences of quark and gluon
jets have been studied at e+e - colliders. Due to higher colour charge, gluon jet is
expected to have larger particle multiplicity than quark jet with the same jet energy.
This colour effect is modelled in both JETSET and HERWIG programs.
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Figure 5-2: The energy dependence of the position of the maximum, (* in the (
distributions for 7r, 7, and w. The solid line represent the QCD MLLA predictions
extrapolated from vF = 91 GeV. The dotted line is an estimated prediction without
coherent effect.
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In this analysis, the gluon jet is identified by jet energy ordering. The jet of lowest
energy in three-jet events has the highest probability of originating from a gluon. With
djoin = 5GeV, 46% hadronic event has three or more jets, and is named three-jet event
for simplicity. For three-jet event, jets other than the first two energetic jets have a
purity of 86% to be gluon jets. And the first two jets have quark jet purities of 97%
and 87% respectively.
The production rates for 7r', qr, and w in three-jet events, two-jet events, as well
as the ratio between them are listed in table 5.4. The model difference indicates
the difference obtained when using HERWIG instead of JETSET. The Monte Carlo
predictions are also given in comparison after being normalised to the measurement
in two-jet event. The reason for this is that the momentum spectra are believed to
be well predicted in two-jet event which will be described later. The statistic and
systematic errors for the production are estimated as before. For the ratio of three-jet
event to two-jet event, the correlated errors between two are taken out.
Meson Type Production rate Model diff. JETSET HERWIG
three-jet 11.38 0.03 ± 0.34 -1.65 11.23 11.14
07r two-jet 8.51 + 0.03 + 0.25 -0.82 8.51 8.51
ratio 1.34 - 0.01 - 0.02 -0.07 1.32 1.31
three-jet 1.13 ± 0.02 + 0.08 -0.07 0.98 0.93
two-jet 0.73 + 0.01 - 0.05 -0.02 0.73 0.73
ratio 1.54 ± 0.04 + 0.05 -0.05 1.35 1.28
three-jet 1.28 + 0.06 + 0.18 - 1.24 1.28
w two-jet 0.93 -0.06 1 0.14 0.93 0.93
ratio 1.38 ± 0.11 + 0.13 1.34 1.39
Table 5.4: Average production rate per event in two-jet events and three-jet events
and the ratio between them. JETSET MC is used in efficiency estimation, the differ-
ence of the production using HERWIG is listed as Model difference, the MC prediction
is normalised to two-jet event production.
The ratio is independent of the normalisation and therefore is an indication
whether the Monte Carlo simulate the data or not. For 7r' and w, the rates agree well
with Monte Carlo predictions, where QCD strong colour effect has been taken into
consideration. The ratio 1.54 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 for 17 is larger than both JETSET and
HERWIG predictions, 1.35 and 1.28, with more than 3a deviation.
To study the source of this deviation, the production is measured in each individual
jet. The results are listed in table 5.5 and table 5.6 for two-jet events and three-jet
events respectively.
Meson Jet Production rate Model diff. JETSET HERWIG
r0 1 4.48 ± 0.02 ± 0.14 -0.43 4.43 4.42
2 4.03 ± 0.02 + 0.15 -0.40 4.08 4.09
r7 1 0.38 + 0.01 + 0.03 -0.01 0.38 0.38
2 0.35 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 -0.01 0.35 0.35
w 1 0.50 ± 0.03 + 0.08 - 0.45 0.45
2 0.44 + 0.04 + 0.07 0.47 0.48
Table 5.5: Production rate for each individual jet in two-jet events, JETSET MC is
used in efficiency estimation, the difference of the production using HERWIG is listed
as Model difference, the MC prediction is normalised to two-jet event production.
Meson Jet Production rate Model diff. JETSET HERWIG
1 4.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.13 -0.51 4.04 3.95
ro 2 3.72 + 0.02 + 0.12 -0.50 3.74 3.65
3 3.56 + 0.01 ± 0.11 -0.52 3.45 3.53
1 0.36 + 0.01 ± 0.04 0.01 0.35 0.33
2 0.32 ± 0.01 + 0.03 0.00 0.32 0.30
3 0.40 + 0.01 ± 0.03 -0.06 0.31 0.29
1 0.39 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 - 0.43 0.42
w 2 0.41 + 0.04 ± 0.07 - 0.42 0.42
3 0.43 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 - 0.40 0.44
Table 5.6: Production rate for each individual jet in three-jet events, JETSET MC is
used in efficiency estimation, the difference of the production using HERWIG is listed
as Model difference, the MC prediction is normalised to two-jet event production.
The measurements are compared with the predictions of JETSET and HERWIG
including the normalisation mentioned before. The agreement is very good for all
jets except for 77 in jet 3 of three-jet event, where the production measured is higher
than both predictions. At lower energy, indications are observed [31, 32, 56] on the
qr enhancement in gluon enriched environment. But due to large error, no conclusion
can be made. This measurement is the only one at Z energy to demonstrate 7r', ,
and w production rates in jets. And the significant q enhancement is observed.
5.4 Momentum spectra in jet
To investigate the 77 enhancement in gluon-enriched jet, the momentum spectra are
measured in each individual jet. All the momentum spectra agree with the predic-
tions, except for the 7 spectrum in jet 3 of three jet event, where the spectrum is
harder than prediction, as shown in figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: The xP distribution in individual jet for 77 in three-jet event (left) and
two-jet event (right), the JETSET Monte Carlo predictions for each jet are shown in
comparison, the ratio of measurement to prediction are shown below. The predictions
agree with the measurements except for jet 3 in three-jet event.
Jet 1 and jet 2 in both two-jet and three-jet events are quark enriched jet, while
jet 3 is gluon enriched jet. The 7 spectra in all jet 1 and 2 are added together in
order to have a clear comparison between quark-enriched jet and gluon-enriched jet.
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The spectra for q are shown in figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4: The xP distributions for quark enriched jet (jetl+jet2 in both two-jet and
three-jet events) and gluon enriched jet (jet3 in three-jet events). The JETSET MC
prediction in solid line and HERWIG MC prediction in dotted line are also shown in
comparison.
Since the r0o and w momentum spectra in quark jets and gluon jets are well
described by Monte Carlo predictions, the QCD colour factor effect is well simulated
in the MC. The 7 momentum spectrum in gluon jet is harder than prediction. This
is also observed in the Crystal Ball measurement [32] where the the 77 momentum
spectrum in T(1S) events is harder than model prediction with large error.
A phenomenological model of nonperturbative gluon jet [61] predicts the enhance-
ment of isoscalar meson and glueball production, particularly at high momenta. The
fact of the 77 enhancement in gluon jet support this prediction. However, the w, which
_ _ _I_ L
is also an isoscalar meson, does not support it. Another possible explanation is that,
there is a strong coupling between gluons and r7 (r') [62]. The possible existing glue-
ball has large decay channel into nr. This will results in the r enhancement in gluon
jet.
Chapter 6
Summary
The measurement of 7ro, 7, and w productions has been performed using 3 million
hadronic Z decays. The production rates are measured for all event, subsamples of
two-jet and three-jet events, and each individual jet. The 7r', ij, and w momentum
spectra in the event as well as in each jet are measured and compared with model
predictions.
The production rate per event are measured to be: 9.74 ± 0.02 + 0.29 for 7r',
0.91 + 0.01 + 0.06 for 77, and 1.06 + 0.04 + 0.15 for w. These values are consistent with
other LEP experiments and our previous measurements.
The momentum spectra are measured and compared with JETSET and HERWIG
MC predictions. The 7ro and w spectra are well predicted while the 'q spectrum is
harder than prediction. QCD MLLA fitting is performed to the ( spectra, and the
peak position (* are extracted from the fitting. The dependence of (* on Fs favours
the coherence effect prediction.
The production rates are measured and in three-jet and two-jet subsamples. And
the ratio of this two are 1.34 ± 0.01 + 0.02 for 7r, 1.54 + 0.04 ± 0.05 for r7, and 1.38 +
0.11 + 0.13 for w. The ratios for 7r' and w agree with JETSET and HERWIG parton
shower model predictions, where the QCD colour effect is taken into consideration.
The ratio for q is significant higher than MC predictions. This is confirmed by the
production rate measured in each jet, and the source is found to be the gluon enriched
jet where the production is enhanced.
The momentum spectra are measured in each jet. The MC models predict all
the spectra well except for 77 momentum spectrum in gluon enriched jet. The 7 is
enhanced in gluon enriched jet especially at high momentum.
Appendix A
QCD MLLA analytic formula
The QCD can calculate the parton momentum spectrum based on MLLA approxima-
tion. The LPHD posits that the momentum spectrum at hadron level follows closely
the one at parton level. Thus the MLLA analytic calculation can be used to get an
analytic formula of hadron momentum distribution. This is introduced in section 2.3.
In this appendix, the analytic formula is given.
The variables in the limiting spectrum formula fMLLA((, Y) are defined as =
- Inx and Y = In (0.5§s/Aeff). In the range 1 < 6 < Y, the formula is given as
/2 dT cosh a + (1 - 2() sinh a B/2
fLLA(Y) (B) /2 4Ny ax b sinhsinh
1  16N Y [cosh a + (1 - 2() sinh a] ,(V b sinh a
which is especially convenient for numerical integration. Here
a = ao + i, tanh ao = 2( - 1, ( = 1 - 6/Y,
b N - N a = LN + N, B =
3 3 3N b"
Is is the modified Bessel function of order B.
Details on this formula can be found in [27] and references therein.
Appendix B
Tables for wo, rl, and w momentum
spectra
The w0 , r7, and w momentum spectra are measured in all event as well as in each
jet of two-jet and three-jet events. The measurements agree with the MC predictions
except for 77 in the least energetic jet of three-jet event, where 77 is enhanced especially
in higher momentum region. This also results in the harder momentum spectrum in
all events. The ( spectra are also measured to extract the peak position. In this
appendix, xp spectra and ( spectra mentioned are listed in tables.
For xP spectra of iro and 7, both JETSET and HERWIG MC simulations are used
in efficiency estimations and comparison. For all other spectra, only JETSET is used.
The column "Measurement" in tables refers to the measured spectrum in the form
of 1/cah du/dxp (1/ah - da/d< for ( spectra), where ah is total hadronic cross section.
The error of measurement represents the quadrature sum of statistic and systematic
errors. The "Pred." indicates the corresponding Monte Carlo prediction. The ratio
between measurement and prediction is shown in "Ratio" column.
JETSET as Model HERWIG as Model
xp range Measurement Pred. Ratio Measurement Pred. Ratio
0.000-0.005 146.6 ±25.5 136.8 1.07 +0.19 136.6 +32.3 131.6 1.04 i0.25
0.005-0.010 294.5 ±13.1 267.9 1.10 ±0.05 279.2 ±13.6 250.7 1.11 ±0.05
0.010-0.015 245.3 ±7.6 231.8 1.06 ±0.03 215.6 ±7.0 208.4 1.03 ±0.03
0.015-0.020 187.4 ±6.0 182.6 1.03 ±0.03 159.5 ±5.3 161.0 0.99 ±0.03
0.020-0.025 143.5 ±5.0 146.0 0.98 ±0.03 124.2 ±4.4 127.3 0.98 i0.03
0.025-0.030 115.7 ±4.0 117.5 0.98 ±0.03 98.3 ±3.5 102.0 0.96 +0.03
0.030-0.035 96.9 i3.6 99.6 0.97 ±0.04 79.9 ±3.1 84.5 0.95 ±0.04
0.035-0.040 77.9 ±2.8 81.1 0.96 ±0.03 66.4 ±2.4 69.4 0.96 ±0.04
0.040-0.045 67.0 ±2.3 69.6 0.96 ±0.03 57.7 ±2.1 59.1 0.98 ±0.04
0.045-0.050 55.2 ±2.1 58.5 0.94 ±0.04 48.3 ±1.9 50.6 0.96 ±0.04
0.050-0.055 46.5 ±1.8 51.0 0.91 ±0.04 40.9 ±1.7 43.4 0.94 ±0.04
0.055-0.060 42.2 ±1.7 46.2 0.91 ±0.04 34.8 ±1.5 37.8 0.92 ±0.04
0.060-0.065 35.2 ±1.6 38.6 0.91 ±0.04 30.3 ±1.5 32.8 0.92 ±0.05
0.065-0.070 31.0 ±1.6 33.9 0.91 ±0.05 27.8 +1.7 29.1 0.96 ±0.06
0.070-0.075 29.1 ±1.6 30.4 0.96 ±0.05 25.5 ±1.6 25.9 0.98 ±0.06
0.075-0.080 26.2 ±1.2 28.4 0.92 ±0.04 22.4 I1.3 23.2 0.97 ±0.06
0.080-0.085 22.4 ±1.3 24.4 0.92 ±0.05 21.1 ±1.3 20.7 1.02 ±0.06
0.085-0.090 21.7 ±1.2 22.4 0.97 ±0.05 18.5 ±1.2 18.8 0.98 ±0.06
0.090-0.095 18.2 ±1.0 20.0 0.91 +0.05 16.8 ±1.1 16.9 0.99 ±0.06
0.095-0.100 17.4 ±1.2 17.9 0.97 ±0.07 15.9 ±1.3 15.3 1.04 ±0.08
0.100-0.110 14.6 +0.7 15.7 0.93 ±0.04 12.8 ±0.8 13.3 0.96 10.06
0.110-0.120 12.5 ±0.9 13.8 0.90 ±0.06 10.6 ±0.9 11.1 0.95 ±0.08
0.120-0.130 9.6 ±0.9 11.0 0.87 ±0.08 8.7 ±1.0 9.4 0.92 ±0.10
0.130-0.150 7.8 ±0.7 8.8 0.89 ±0.08 7.1 ±0.7 7.5 0.96 ±0.10
0.150-0.200 5.3 ±1.0 5.5 0.97 ±0.18 4.7 ±0.9 4.6 1.03 ±0.21
Table B.1: z, spectrum for 7r', where both JETSET and HERWIG MC are used.
JETSET as Model HERWIG as Model
x, range Measurement Pred. Ratio Measurement Pred. Ratio
0.00-0.02 5.80 ±1.68 8.15 0.71 ±0.21 4.86 ±1.47 7.62 0.64 ±0.19
0.02-0.04 8.09 ±0.71 10.00 0.81 ±0.07 7.53 ±0.74 8.90 0.85 ±0.08
0.04-0.06 5.86 ±0.44 6.49 0.90 ±0.07 5.20 ±0.43 5.98 0.87 ±0.07
0.06-0.08 4.83 ±0.41 4.54 1.07 ±0.09 4.61 ±0.44 4.29 1.07 ±0.10
0.08-0.10 3.66 ±0.57 3.31 1.10 ±0.17 3.41 ±0.55 3.24 1.05 ±0.17
0.10-0.12 3.05 ±0.34 2.47 1.24 ±0.14 3.08 ±0.39 2.48 1.24 ±0.16
0.12-0.14 2.38 ±0.23 1.94 1.22 ±0.12 2.18 ±0.26 1.94 1.13 ±0.13
0.14-0.16 2.06 ±0.20 1.49 1.38 ±0.13 2.08 ±0.28 1.52 1.37 ±0.18
0.16-0.18 1.74 ±0.19 1.19 1.45 ±0.16 1.51 ±0.21 1.23 1.22 ±0.17
0.18-0.20 1.38 ±0.16 0.95 1.45 ±0.17 1.34 ±0.22 1.02 1.32 ±0.22
0.20-0.22 1.01 ±0.20 0.78 1.29 ±0.25 1.21 ±0.29 0.82 1.47 ±0.36
0.22-0.24 0.92 ±0.26 0.68 1.36 ±0.38 0.73 ±0.23 0.69 1.05 ±0.33
0.24-0.26 0.70 ±0.19 0.54 1.30 ±0.35 0.66 ±0.24 0.59 1.12 ±0.41
0.26-0.30 0.58 ±0.13 0.41 1.41 ±0.32 0.58 ±0.16 0.45 1.28 ±0.35
Table B.2: z, spectrum for rl, where JETSET and HERWIG MC are used.
JETSET as Model
xP range Measurement Pred. Ratio
0.02-0.03 10.48 ±2.40 11.21 0.93 ±0.21
0.03-0.04 11.25 ±1.99 9.93 1.13 ±0.20
0.04-0.06 8.00 ±1.35 7.57 1.06 ±0.18
0.06-0.08 5.96 ±1.10 5.57 1.07 ±0.20
0.08-0.12 3.02 ±0.58 3.69 0.82 ±0.16
0.12-0.18 1.81 ±0.34 2.08 0.87 ±0.16
0.18-0.24 0.98 ±0.24 1.15 0.85 ±0.20
0.24-0.30 0.77 ±0.27 0.68 1.12 ±0.39
Table B.3: x, spectrum for w, where only JETSET MC is used.
7•0 0  W
( range Measurement ( range Measurement ( range Measurement
1.75-2.00 1.01 ±0.09 0.5-1.0 0.043 +0.011 1.20-1.43 0.21 ±0.07
2.00-2.25 1.31 ±0.07 1.0-1.5 0.154 ±0.021 1.43-1.71 0.20 ±0.05
2.25-2.50 1.72 +0.09 1.5-2.0 0.277 ±0.017 1.71-2.12 0.27 ±0.05
2.50-2.75 2.02 +0.10 2.0-2.5 0.326 ±0.025 2.12-2.53 0.30 +0.06
2.75-3.00 2.34 ±0.09 2.5-3.0 0.317 +0.022 2.53-2.81 0.41 ±0.08
3.00-3.25 2.80 +0.10 3.0-3.5 0.271 +0.019 2.81-3.22 0.39 ±0.07
3.25-3.50 3.07 ±0.11 3.5-4.0 0.201 ±0.030 3.22-3.51 0.39 ±0.07
3.50-3.75 3.15 ±0.11 4.0-4.5 0.120 ±0.024 3.51-3.91 0.26 ±0.06
3.75-4.00 3.27 ±0.11
4.00-4.25 3.21 ±0.10
4.25-4.50 3.08 ±0.10
4.50-4.75 2.73 ±0.09
4.75-5.00 2.40 ±0.16
5.00-5.25 1.78 +0.12
5.25-5.50 1.13 ±0.26
and w, where JETSET is used in efficiency estimation.Table B.4: ý spectra for -o, q,
xp range Measurement Pred. Ratio Measurement Pred. Ratio
Jet 1 in 3-jet event Jet 1 in 2-jet event
0.00-0.01 38.76 ±2.95 34.33 1.13 ±0.09 51.88 ±2.60 45.47 1.14 ±0.06
0.01-0.02 35.86 ±1.37 35.12 1.02 ±0.04 49.96 ±1.52 46.04 1.09 ±0.03
0.02-0.03 22.60 ±0.82 23.38 0.97 ±0.04 30.53 ±1.03 30.18 1.01 ±0.03
0.03-0.04 15.74 ±0.61 16.61 0.95 ±0.04 21.07 ±0.81 21.77 0.97 ±0.04
0.04-0.05 11.11 ±0.44 12.13 0.92 ±0.04 15.15 ±0.62 16.14 0.94 ±0.04
0.05-0.06 8.21 ±0.38 9.43 0.87 ±0.04 11.75 ±0.51 12.77 0.92 ±0.04
0.06-0.07 6.32 ±0.41 7.19 0.88 ±0.06 9.13 ±0.66 9.87 0.93 ±0.07
0.07-0.08 5.34 ±0.36 5.93 0.90 ±0.06 7.55 ±0.50 8.28 0.91 ±0.06
0.08-0.10 4.12 ±0.25 4.39 0.94 ±0.06 5.65 ±0.29 6.21 0.91 ±0.05
0.10-0.15 2.24 ±0.14 2.50 0.90 ±0.05 3.45 ±0.20 3.70 0.93 ±0.05
Jet 2 in 3-jet event Jet 2 in 2-jet event
0.00-0.01 35.50 ±2.88 33.84 1.05 ±0.09 50.68 ±2.55 45.93 1.10 ±0.06
0.01-0.02 36.06 ±1.28 36.30 0.99 ±0.04 50.01 ±1.61 46.24 1.08 ±0.03
0.02-0.03 23.04 ±0.84 23.87 0.97 ±0.04 29.28 ±1.06 29.88 0.98 ±0.04
0.03-0.04 15.85 ±0.64 16.40 0.97 ±0.04 19.90 ±0.71 21.01 0.95 ±0.03
0.04-0.05 10.71 ±0.47 11.52 0.93 ±0.04 14.41 ±0.54 15.23 0.95 ±0.04
0.05-0.06 7.72 ±0.37 8.69 0.89 ±0.04 10.27 ±0.45 11.73 0.88 ±0.04
0.06-0.07 6.12 ±0.44 6.44 0.95 ±0.07 7.77 ±0.43 8.85 0.88 ±0.05
0.07-0.08 4.76 ±0.29 5.13 0.93 ±0.06 6.46 ±0.39 7.24 0.89 ±0.05
0.08-0.10 3.39 ±0.19 3.59 0.94 ±0.05 4.96 ±0.44 5.27 0.94 ±0.08
0.10-0.15 1.59 ±0.12 1.84 0.86 ±0.07 2.71 ±0.22 2.92 0.93 ±0.08
Jet 3 in 3-jet event All Jet 1 and Jet 2
0.00-0.01 42.95 ±2.40 42.41 1.01 ±0.06 177.2 ±5.98 159.6 1.11 ±0.04
0.01-0.02 43.49 ±1.49 43.09 1.01 ±0.03 172.4 ±5.21 163.7 1.05 ±0.03
0.02-0.03 24.31 ±0.90 24.20 1.00 ±0.04 105.5 ±3.62 107.3 0.98 ±0.03
0.03-0.04 14.47 ±0.53 14.41 1.00 ±0.04 72.58 ±2.62 75.79 0.96 ±0.03
0.04-0.05 8.96 ±0.36 8.89 1.01 ±0.04 51.39 ±1.88 55.03 0.93 ±0.03
0.05-0.06 5.64 ±0.21 5.88 0.96 ±0.04 37.93 ±1.49 42.61 0.89 ±0.04
0.06-0.07 3.57 ±0.20 3.88 0.92 ±0.05 29.38 ±1.50 32.35 0.91 ±0.05
0.07-0.08 2.93 ±0.21 2.77 1.06 ±0.08 24.21 ±1.05 26.58 0.91 ±0.04
0.08-0.10 1.66 ±0.08 1.67 1.00 ±0.05 18.14 ±0.94 19.47 0.93 ±0.05
0.10-0.15 0.63 ±0.03 0.63 0.99 ±0.05 9.88 ±0.52 10.96 0.90 ±0.05
Table B.5: xP spectra for 7r' in each jet, where JETSET prediction is used.
z, range Measurement Pred. Ratio Measurement Pred. Ratio
Jet 1 in 3-jet event Jet 1 in 2-jet event
0.02-0.05 1.21 ±0.18 1.39 0.87 ±0.13 1.56 ±0.18 1.74 0.90 ±0.10
0.05-0.08 0.78 ±0.12 0.84 0.94 ±0.15 1.10 ±0.16 1.02 1.08 ±0.15
0.08-0.11 0.60 ±0.10 0.56 1.08 ±0.18 0.86 ±0.13 0.72 1.19 ±0.19
0.11-0.15 0.50 ±0.07 0.37 1.35 ±0.19 0.54 ±0.11 0.50 1.06 ±0.21
0.15-0.20 0.26 ±0.05 0.23 1.11 ±0.20 0.39 ±0.11 0.33 1.18 ±0.33
0.20-0.30 0.15 ±0.04 0.12 1.22 ±0.36 0.25 ±0.07 0.18 1.37 ±0.36
Jet 2 in 3-jet event Jet 2 in 2-jet event
0.02-0.05 1.21 ±0.24 1.48 0.82 ±0.16 1.66 ±0.23 1.73 0.96 ±0.13
0.05-0.08 0.79 ±0.16 0.90 0.88 ±0.18 1.06 ±0.14 1.01 1.05 ±0.14
0.08-0.11 0.59 ±0.08 0.55 1.08 ±0.15 0.71 ±0.14 0.67 1.05 ±0.21
0.11-0.15 0.39 ±0.06 0.33 1.19 ±0.18 0.51 ±0.11 0.45 1.14 ±0.24
0.15-0.20 0.21 ±0.04 0.18 1.20 ±0.22 0.40 ±0.11 0.27 1.50 ±0.42
0.20-0.30 0.12 ±0.02 0.08 1.61 ±0.27 0.17 ±0.04 0.13 1.25 ±0.29
Jet 3 in 3-jet event All Jet 1 and Jet 2
0.02-0.05 1.97 ±0.23 2.03 0.97 ±0.12 5.62 ±0.52 6.34 0.89 ±0.08
0.05-0.08 1.06 ±0.07 0.86 1.24 ±0.09 3.74 ±0.33 3.76 0.99 ±0.09
0.08-0.11 0.54 ±0.05 0.36 1.49 ±0.15 2.74 ±0.30 2.50 1.10 ±0.12
0.11-0.15 0.27 ±0.02 0.15 1.88 ±0.17 1.96 ±0.21 1.65 1.19 ±0.13
0.15-0.20 0.11 ±0.01 0.05 2.07 ±0.25 1.25 ±0.16 1.00 1.24 ±0.16
0.20-0.30 0.02 ±0.01 0.01 1.84 ±0.42 0.68 ±0.08 0.51 1.33 ±0.15
Table B.6: x, spectra for r in each jet, where JETSET prediction is used.
x, range Measurement Pred. Ratio Measurement Pred. Ratio
Jet 2 in 3-jet event Jet 2 in 2-jet event
0.02-0.06 1.38 ±0.29 1.49 0.93 ±0.20 2.44 ±0.48 1.85 1.32 ±0.26
0.06-0.14 0.59 ±0.11 0.70 0.85 ±0.16 0.88 ±0.18 0.83 1.06 ±0.22
0.14-0.30 0.20 ±0.05 0.24 0.84 ±0.21 0.36 ±0.13 0.32 1.11 ±0.41
Jet 2 in 3-jet event Jet 2 in 2-jet event
0.02-0.06 1.33 ±0.29 1.57 0.85 ±0.19 2.06 ±0.41 1.96 1.05 ±0.21
0.06-0.14 0.89 ±0.18 0.79 1.14 ±0.22 0.73 ±0.18 0.93 0.79 ±0.20
0.14-0.30 0.18 ±0.05 0.21 0.88 ±0.23 0.29 ±0.10 0.33 0.87 ±0.32
Jet 3 in 3-jet event All Jet 1 and Jet 2
0.02-0.06 2.19 ±0.40 2.24 0.98 ±0.18 7.06 ±1.13 6.87 1.03 ±0.16
0.06-0.14 0.47 ±0.09 0.64 0.73 ±0.14 2.87 ±0.48 3.25 0.88 ±0.15
0.14-0.30 0.07 ±0.02 0.06 1.06 ±0.27 1.02 ±0.21 1.09 0.93 ±0.19
Table B.7: xP spectra for w in each jet, where JETSET prediction is used.
_________I_
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